












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Way to the Last Aim of our Socialization
TAKASAWA, Isamu
　What　is　the　last　aim　of　our　socialization？　The　last　aim　of　our
socialization　is　peace．
　We　must　escape　from　our　pains　in　our　life　to　be　peace．　We　must
know　the　Origin　of　our　pains　to　escape　from　our　pains．　The　origin　of
our　pains　is　ignorance．　It　is　the　ignorance　of　a　true　form．
　Then，　what　is　the　true　form？　The　true　form　of　the　universe　is
emptiness．　What　is　the　emptiness？　The　emptiness　is　that　the
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universe　is　an　elementary　particle，　And　the　ernptiness　is　the　form　of
the　gathering　of　elementary　particles　and　the　separation　of　elementary
particles．
　　We　can　escape　from　our　pains　and　reach　the　peace　of　the　last　aim　of
our　socialization　by　know　this　true　form　of　the　universe．
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